A new generalization of the weighted majorization theorem for n-convex functions is given, by using a generalization of Taylor's formula. Bounds for the remainders in new majorization identities are given by using theČebyšev type inequalities. Mean value theorems and n-exponential convexity are discussed for functionals related to the new majorization identities.
The following result can be deduced from Proposition . .
Proposition  If a function f : I → R is convex, then the inequality
Remark  Let us denote [x i , . . . , x i+n ; f ] by (n) f (x i ). The value [x i , . . . , x i+n ; f ] is independent of the order of the points x i , x i+ , . . . , x i+n . We can extend this definition by including the cases in which two or more points coincide by taking respective limits.
Definition  A function f : I → R is called convex of order n or n-convex if for all choices of (n + ) distinct points x i , . . . , x i+n we have (n) f (x i ) ≥ .
If the nth order derivative f (n) exists, then f is n-convex if and only if f (n) ≥ .
Remark  For n =  and i = , we get the second order divided difference of a function f : I → R, which is defined recursively by
for arbitrary points x  , x  , x  ∈ I. Now, we discuss some limiting cases as follows: taking the limit as x  → x  in (.), we get
provided that f (x  ) exists. Furthermore, taking the limits as x i → x  , i ∈ {, } in (.), we obtain
provided that f (x  ) exists.
For fixed m ≥ , let x = (x  , . . . , x m ) and y = (y  , . . . , y m ) denote two real m-tuples and [m] , y [] ≥ y [] ≥ · · · ≥ y [m] their ordered components.
when x ≺ y, x is said to be majorized by y or y majorizes x.
This notion and notation of majorization was introduced by Hardy et al. [] . Now, we state the well-known majorization theorem from the same book [] as follows. 
hold, then for every continuous convex function f : I → R the following inequality holds:
then again inequality (.) holds. In this paper we will state our results for decreasing x and y satisfying the assumption of Proposition , but they are still valid for increasing x and t satisfying the above condition; see for example [], p..
In paper [] the following extension of Montgomery identity via Taylor's formula is obtained.
Then the following identity holds:
In case n =  the sum n- k= · · · is empty, so identity (.) reduces to the well-known Montgomery identity (see for instance [] )
where P(x, s) is the Peano kernel, defined by
The aim of this paper is to present a new generalization of weighted majorization theorem for n-convex functions, by using generalization of Taylor's formula. We also obtain bounds for the remainders in new majorization identities by using the Čebyšev type inequalities. We give mean value theorems and n-exponential convexity for functionals related to these new majorization identities.
Majorization inequality by extension of Montgomery identity via Taylor's formula
Theorem  Suppose all the assumptions from Proposition  hold. Additionally suppose that m ∈ N,
Proof We take extension of Montgomery identity via Taylor's formula (.) to obtain
By simplifying this expressions we obtain (.).
We may state its integral version as follows:
we have the following identity:
where T n (·, s) is as defined in Theorem .
Proof Our required result is obtained by using extension of Montgomery identity via Taylor's formula (.) in the following expression:
and then using Fubini's theorem.
Now we state the main generalization of the majorization inequality by using the identities just obtained.
Theorem  Let all the assumptions of Theorem  hold with the additional condition
Then for every n-convex function f : I → R the following inequality holds:
Proof Since the function f is n-convex so we have f (n) ≥ . Using this fact and (.) in (.)
we easily arrive at our required result.
Remark  If reverse inequality holds in (.) then reverse inequality holds in (.).
Now we state important consequence as follows: 
If f is n-convex then the following inequality holds:
T n (·, s) is continuous for every n ≥  and convex function for even n. Thus it satisfies inequality (.) by weighted majorization theorem (Proposition ) and hence (.) by Theorem  provides us (.) with n instead of n. Furthermore, we consider condition
. . , n -. By applying Proposition  with the continuous
is convex if k is even and concave if k is odd, by the same proposition we have
is positive for all k = , , . . . , n -. Thus the right-hand side of (.) is positive and (.) holds.
is always positive, T n (x, s) cannot be concave and reverse inequalities cannot be observed.
Also, if w i = , i = , . . . , m the result of the previous corollary holds for any x, y ∈ R m such that x ≺ y.
Its integral analogs are given as follows:
Theorem  Let all the assumptions of Theorem  hold with the additional condition
where T n (·, s) is defined in Proposition . Then for every n-convex function f : I → R the following inequality holds:
Proof Since the function f is n-convex so we have f (n) ≥ . Using this fact and (.) in (.)
Remark  If reverse inequality holds in (.) then reverse inequality holds in (.).
Corollary  Suppose all the assumptions from Theorem  hold. Additionally suppose that x and y are decreasing and satisfy conditions (.), (.). If f is n-convex then the following inequality holds:
Proof By using the same arguments as we have given in Corollary , we easily arrive at our required results simply by replacing (.) by (.), (.) by (.) and (.) by (.).
Bounds for identities related to generalization of majorization inequality
Let g, h : [a, b] → R be two Lebesgue integrable functions. We consider the Čebyšev functional
The following results can be found in [] .
Proposition  Let g : [a, b] → R be a Lebesgue integrable function and h : [a, b] → R be an absolutely continuous function with
Then we have the inequality
The constant 
The constant
Now by using aforementioned results, we are going to obtain generalizations of the results proved in the previous section. 
w(t)T n x(t), s dt, ∀s ∈ [a, b]. (.)
Hence by using these notations we define Čebyšev functionals as follows:
Now, we are ready to state the main results of this section:
is an absolutely continuous function 
where the remainder R
Proof If we apply Proposition  for g → δ and h → f (n) , then we obtain
Therefore we have
where R  n (f ; a, b) satisfies inequality (.). Now from identity (.) we obtain (.).
Here we state the integral version of the previous theorem.
L[a, b] and x, y : [α, β] → [a, b] and w : [α, β] → R and let the functions T n , T and be defined in (.), (.) and (.), respectively. Then we have
Proof This result easily follows by proceeding as in the proof of previous theorem and by replacing (.) by (.).
By using Proposition  we obtain the following Grüss type inequality.
and let the functions T and δ be defined in (.) and (.), respectively. Then we have the representation (.) and the remainder R  n (f ; a, b) satisfies the following condition:
a) . (.)
Proof If we apply Proposition  for g → δ and h → f (n) , then we obtain
Therefore, by using the identities (.) and (.) we deduce (.).
Integral version of the above theorem can be given as:
and let the functions T and be defined in (.) and (.), respectively. Then we have the representation (.) and the remainder R  n (f ; a, b) satisfies the following condition:
Here, the symbol 
The constant on the right-hand side of (.) is sharp for  < p ≤ ∞ and the best possible for p = .
Proof Let us denote
Now, by using identity (.) and applying Hölder's inequality we obtain
For the proof of the sharpness of the constant ( b a |λ(s)| q ds) /q , let us find a function f for which the equality in (.) is obtained.
For  < p < ∞ take f to be such that
For p = ∞, take f such that
Finally, for p = , we prove that
is the best possible inequality. Function T n (x, ·) for n =  has jump of - at point x. But for n ≥  it is continuous, and thus λ(s) is continuous. Suppose that |λ(s)| attains its maximum at s  ∈ [a, b]. First we consider the case λ(s  ) > . For small enough we define f (s) by
Now from inequality (.) we have
Since
the statement follows.
In the case λ(s  ) < , we define f (s) by
and the rest of the proof is the same as above.
The integral case of the above theorem can be given as follows.
gives us
Similarly, for k ∈ {, } we have
Combining the two inequalities we get
which gives us (.).
the linear functionals as defined in (A) and (A), respectively. Then there exists
assuming that both denominators are non-zero.
Using Theorem  there exists ξ k such that
which gives us the required result.
Remark  If the inverse of
g (n) exists, then from the above mean value theorems we can give the generalized means,
5 Log-convexity and n-exponential convexity
Logarithmically convex functions
A number of important inequalities arise from the logarithmic convexity of some functions as one can see in [] . Now, we recall some definitions. The following definition was originally given by Jensen in  [] . Here I is an interval in R.
Definition  A function f : I → R + is called log-convex in the J-sense if the inequality
Remark  A function log-convex in the J-sense is log-convex if it is continuous as well. Remark  A function f : I → R + is log-convex in J-sense if and only if the inequality
n-Exponentially convex functions
holds for each t  , t  ∈ I and u  , u  ∈ R. It follows that a positive function is log-convex in the J-sense if and only if it is -exponentially convex in the J-sense. Also, using basic convexity theory it follows that a positive function is log-convex if and only if it is -exponentially convex.
Here, we get our results concerning the n-exponential convexity and exponential convexity for our functionals k , k ∈ {, }, as defined in (A) and (A). Throughout the section I is an interval in R.
Theorem  Let D  = {f t : t ∈ I} be a class of functions such that the function t → [z  , z  , . . . , z n ; f t ] is n-exponentially convex in the J-sense on I for any n +  mutually distinct points z  , z  , . . . , z n ∈ [a, b]. Let k be the linear functionals for k ∈ {, } as defined in (A) and (A). Then the following statements are valid:
Proof (a) Fix k ∈ {, }. Let us define the function ω for t i ∈ I, u i ∈ R, i ∈ {, . . . , n} as follows:
Since the function t → [z  , z  , . . . , z n ; f t ] is n-exponentially convex in the J-sense, We conclude that the function t → k (f t ) is an n-exponentially convex function on I in the J-sense.
(b) This part easily follows from the definition of the n-exponentially convex function.
As a consequence of the above theorem we give the following corollaries. 
